THE ACADEMY’S ORIGINAL SIN
UNIVERSITIES STUDYING SLAVERY (USS) 2019 FALL SYMPOSIUM
Black-Owned-Business Crawl Information

Ernest J. Waits Route

Ernest J. Waits Sr Route – Ernest J. Waits & Associates was a diversity consulting firm responsible for spear-heading mandated diversity inclusion in all state-funded contracts.

- Fairfield Inn
- Own Lane Shoetique (C) $S
  1323 Vine
- Smith & Hannon Bookstore (M) $S
  1405 Vine
- Black Owned (M) $S
  822 Elm
- Black Coffee (F) $S
  824 Elm
- Sweet Petite (F) $S
  1426 Race
- The Good Company Apparel (M) $$$
  1428 Race
- Ollie’s Trolley (F) $S
  1607 Central
- Harriet Beecher Stowe Howe House @S
  2950 Gilbert

*transfer point*

Horace Sudduth Route

Horrace Sudduth Route – Horrace Sudduth was the owner of The Horrace Sudduth Industrial Savings and Loan and founder of the Cincinnati Realist Association.

- Hampton Inn
- Harriet Beecher Stowe Howe House @S
  2950 Gilbert
  *transfer point*
- Hard to Knock Shoppe (C) $S
  1327 Hopple
- Beyond Image (barber/salon) @S
  3016 Colerain
- Conscious Kitchen (F) $S
  2912 Vine
- Island Frydays (F) $S
  2826 Vine
- Jazzy Sweeties (F) $S
  1006 E. McMillan
- Certified Excellence (C) $S
  2413 Gilbert
- African American Chamber of Commerce @S
  2945 Gilbert

F = FOOD    C = CLOTHING    M = MERCHANDICE    @S = OTHER
The Academy’s Original Sin
Universities Studying Slavery (USS) 2019 Fall Symposium

Black-Owned-Business Crawl

Complimentary shuttles will depart from symposium hotels at 7pm and follow the route below on a CONTINUOUS LOOP until 9:15pm. Shuttles will only stop at each point of interest for 2-3 minutes to allow time for participants to board/disembark. Shuttles will depart from symposium hotels for the final pick-up loop promptly at 9:30pm. It is your responsibility to transfer to the correct route in a timely fashion to ensure you return to the correct hotel, and symposium organizers are not responsible for the transportation of those who miss the final shuttles.

**Ernest J. Waits Route**

- Fairfield Inn
- Own Lane Shoetique
- Smith & Hannon Bookstore
- Black Owned
- Black Coffee
- Sweet Petite
- The Good Company Apparel
- Ollie’s Trolley
- Harriet Beecher Stowe Howe House
  *transfer point*

**Horace Sudduth Route**

- Hampton Inn
- Harriet Beecher Stowe Howe House
  *transfer point*
- Hard to Knock Shoppe
- Beyond Image
- Conscious Kitchen
- Island Frydays
- Jazzy Sweeties
- Certified Excellence
- African American Chamber of Commerce

USS 2019